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Domain analysis is crucial and central to software product line engineering (SPLE) as it is one of the main
instruments to decide what to include in a product and how it should fit in to the overall software prod-
uct line. For this reason many domain analysis solutions have been proposed both by researchers and
industry practitioners. Domain analysis comprises various modeling and scoping activities. This paper
presents a systematic review of all the domain analysis solutions presented until 2007. The goal of the
review is to analyze the level of industrial application and/or empirical validation of the proposed solu-
tions with the purpose of mapping maturity in terms of industrial application, as well as to what extent
proposed solutions might have been evaluated in terms of usability and usefulness. The finding of this
review indicates that, although many new domain analysis solutions for software product lines have been
proposed over the years, the absence of qualitative and quantitative results from empirical application
and/or validation makes it hard to evaluate the potential of proposed solutions with respect to their
usability and/or usefulness for industry adoption. The detailed results of the systematic review can be
used by individual researchers to see large gaps in research that give opportunities for future work,
and from a general research perspective lessons can be learned from the absence of validation as well
as from good examples presented. From an industry practitioner view, the results can be used to gauge
as to what extent solutions have been applied and/or validated and in what manner, both valuable as
input prior to industry adoption of a domain analysis solution.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Software product lines have received significant attention from
the software engineering community since the 1990s (Clements
and Northrop, 2001; DeBaud and Schmid, 1999; Deelstra et al.,
2004; Dikel et al., 1997; Svahnberg and Bosch, 1999). The concept
of product lines aims towards having a set of systems that share a
common, managed set of features, which satisfy the particular
needs of a market segment, developed from a common set of core
assets in a certain given way (Clements and Northrop, 2001). The
product line approach is recognized as a successful approach for
reuse in software development (Kim et al., 2007) with the major
benefits of product lines adoption reported as reduced time-to-
market (Dager, 2000; Hetrick et al., 2006), reduced cost (Pohl
et al., 2005) and improved quality (Hetrick et al., 2006; Pohl
et al., 2005; Staples and Hill, 2004). For these reasons many com-
panies developing software intensive products have either adopted
or are considering the adoption of a software product line approach
(Böckle, 2000; Clements and Northrop, 2001; Dager, 2000).

In order to properly introduce software product lines in a com-
pany, it is important to start with the product line domain analysis.
ll rights reserved.

bth.se (T. Gorschek).
Domain analysis can be defined as ‘‘the process by which informa-
tion used in developing software systems within the domain is identi-
fied, captured, and organized with the purpose of making it reusable
(to create assets) when building new products” (America et al.,
2001). This process can be used to identify commonality and vari-
ability in requirements and capture decisions on the ranges and in-
ter-dependencies of variability. If domain analysis is not properly
carried out, and ends up in defining either too broad or too restric-
tive product line scope, the major benefits like reuse, cost reduc-
tion and improved quality cannot be realized (Clements and
Northrop, 2001).

Several domain analysis solutions for software product lines
have been presented in academia and as industry experience re-
ports. However, in order to gauge the usability and usefulness of
the proposed solutions, it is important to see the empirical evi-
dence of their application and/or validation, e.g. in industry or
through experiments or tests. Furthermore, awareness has in-
creased in the software engineering community about the impor-
tance of empirical studies to develop or improve processes,
methods and tools for software development and maintenance
(Sjøberg et al., 2005). This paper presents a systematic review con-
ducted on the studies, which either proposed or reported on expe-
rience with domain analysis solutions or parts of it (e.g. feature
modeling, commonality and variability analysis, scoping and so
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on), presented between the years 1998 to 2007. The motivation
was to gauge the level of actual industry adoption, i.e. to what ex-
tent the presented solutions are applied and/or validated in indus-
try. In addition to industry validation, all other types of empirical
results are collected to offer a detailed summation of the empirical
evidence available. To achieve this, the selected studies are catego-
rized and analyzed from several perspectives, such as research ba-
sis, application/validation method, level of validation and type of
empirical results in relation to usability and usefulness of the pro-
posed solutions. For industry practitioners looking to adopt a do-
main analysis solution the results of the study can be used as an
indication of maturity as well as to estimate potential risk of
adopting a certain solution. From an academic point of view
researchers planning studies and evaluation of a solution can use
this study as an inspiration for study design because the evaluation
criteria of the review presented in this paper could be seen as a
checklist to ascertain usability and usefulness.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the background and related work. Section 3 presents
the research questions and design details of the review. Section 4
contains the results of the review as well as the categorization of
the studies. In Section 4.2 results of data extraction and a detailed
analysis are presented in relation to the research questions posed
in Section 3.1. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Background and related work

In this section the purpose of domain analysis activities are
introduced. The purpose of this is twofold, one, to provide a back-
ground to the concepts relevant for this systematic review, and,
two, to describe the scope of the study.

Domain analysis is the first phase of domain engineering. Do-
main can be defined as an area of business/technology processes
or knowledge, which is described by a set of concepts and termi-
nology understood by the stakeholders in that area (America
et al., 2001). Domains are areas of expertise that can be used for
creation of a system or a set of systems (Clements and Northrop,
2001). The purpose of domain analysis is to gather and organize
the information that is required for the smooth flow in the subse-
quent phases of domain engineering e.g. domain design (Clements
and Northrop, 2001). Domain analysis helps in the identification of
the specification of the systems in the product line. It involves var-
ious activities which can be categorized as modeling and scoping
(America et al., 2001). Modeling is defined as capturing informa-
tion and organizing it into a model whereas scoping is defined as
a decision-making activity.

In the modeling category, the activities identified are (America
et al., 2001):

1. Conceptual modeling contains a set of activities which identify,
define, and organize the concepts relevant to the domain and
their mutual relationships, to assist in formulating a precise
and concise description of the domain. Information modeling
is an important part of conceptual modeling.

2. Requirements’ modeling contains a set of activities that capture
the functional and architecturally relevant requirements for the
product line and their inter-dependencies. This may also
include mapping of specific constraints to requirements.

3. Commonality and variability modeling comprises a set of
activities which identify similarities and differences between
the requirements. This includes the distinction of require-
ments that are valid for the whole domain from those that are
only valid in special cases, e.g. for a specific product variant.
This activity is strongly connected to domain and feature
modeling.
4. Domain modeling comprises a set of activities that specify the
domains and their inter-dependencies.

5. Feature modeling comprises a set of activities which identify,
study, and describe features appropriate in a given domain.
The objective of feature modeling is to express relations between
features, properties of features, and/or superstructures of fea-
tures e.g. a commonality and variability view. One of the impor-
tant purposes of feature modeling is to help structure the
requirements and define the allowed variants in a product line.

6. Scenario or use-case modeling comprises a set of activities
which describe and model run-time behavior of members of
the system family. This not only includes the functionality of
the systems and their interactions with users, but also aspects
such as security, safety, reliability, and performance.

In the scoping category, we find the following activities:

1. Domain scoping is the process of identifying appropriate
boundaries for a domain which is appropriate for implementing
systems in the product line (Pohl et al., 2005).

2. Product line scoping is the process of systematically developing a
product portfolio definition, which identifies the specific
requirements and the individual products that should be part
of the product line. Scope binds a product line by defining the
behaviors that are ‘‘in” and the behaviors that are ‘‘out” of the
product line’s scope (Clements and Northrop, 2001). The result
of a scoping activity is a scope definition document which
becomes a product line core asset (Clements and Northrop,
2001). The scope definition points out the entities with which
the products in the product line will interact (that is, the product
line context), and it also establishes the commonality and defines
the variability of the product line (Clements and Northrop, 2001).

3. Asset scoping identifies the various elements that should be
reusable, i.e., the specific assets that should be part of the reuse
infrastructure (core assets) as opposed to being developed
application specific.

A specific domain analysis solution may not mention all these
activities or distinguish between them explicitly; however it is
important that these activities are discussed in relation to domain
analysis. Moreover, depending on the context in which a product line
is being developed some of the activities might not be relevant e.g.
when only very few individual domains can be distinguished, the
domain modeling activity can be omitted (America et al., 2001). Do-
main analysis describes the characteristics of a class of systems, and
not a specific system, and the scope will apply equally to existing
products and products that have yet to be defined and built. Domain
analysis can occur in a variety of contexts other than ‘‘start from
scratch” product lines. For example, an organization may choose to
apply the product line concept to only a part of the product portfolio.

A number of studies (Catal and Diri, 2009; Dyba and Dingsoyr,
2008; Glass et al., 2002; Gomez et al., 2006; Kitchenham et al.,
2009; Mendes, 2005; Perry et al., 2000) have reviewed the state
of empirical research in different areas e.g. computer science, soft-
ware engineering, web engineering and so on. However, to the best
of our knowledge no other study has been conducted with the
same focus as the review presented in this paper. This review does
not aim to systematically classify proposed domain analysis solu-
tions as methods, models, tools, framework or classify the studies
according to the classification and evaluation scheme suggested in
(Wieringa et al., 2005). The goal of this review is to analyze practi-
cal application and validation of proposed domain analysis solu-
tions in industry to gauge their practical usability and usefulness.
In addition to this other empirical evidence is also considered
e.g. evidence of usability and/or usefulness demonstrated through
a controlled experiment or other type of validation.
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3. Design

This section gives a detailed description of the review design; a
definition of terms used, and discusses the validity of the study.

3.1. Research questions and definitions

The four research questions driving the systematic review can
be viewed in Table 1.

The two main terms used in the research questions, namely
usability and usefulness, are defined (by the authors) and exempli-
fied below.

Usability, as can be seen in Fig. 1 is defined in terms of:

– Scalability of Introduction. How scalable is the proposed solu-
tion in terms of its introduction cost including e.g. training,
manuals and material, tools, pilot run, and tailoring to the orga-
nization in question?

– Scalability of Use. How scalable is the proposed solution in
terms of its inputs, processing time and outputs? For example,
if a feature modeling approach is proposed, can it handle indus-
try scale problems, say a hundred features, or does it solve
simplified problems with simple cases or is there any indication
that industry grade scalability is possible (or even considered/
mentioned/discussed by the creators of the solution)?

Scalability of Introduction and Scalability of Use point to a micro
quality of a solution and that is its efficiency. If a proposed solution
is demonstrated to have any of these aspects of efficiency, the cor-
responding paper is counted as having some evidence of usability.

Usefulness, as can be seen in Fig. 1 is defined in terms of:

– Better Alternative Investment. For example, a proposed solution
(X) is better than an alternative (maybe previously used) solu-
tion (Y) e.g. with respect to usability (as defined above) and/or
return on investment etc.

– Effectiveness. The effectiveness of a proposed solution in rela-
tion to achieving goals or solving the problems it was designed
for. For example, solution X reduces time-to-market by 15%.

Again, a solution demonstrating either of the two aspects of
usefulness is counted as having some evidence of usefulness.

3.2. Search strategy development

The systematic review was performed following guidelines pro-
posed by Kitchenham in Kitchenham (2007). As shown in Fig. 2, a
three phase search strategy was devised. In Phase 1: SPLC confer-
ence proceedings from the year 2000 up to 2007 were planned to
be manually searched. This was planned for several reasons. First,
Table 1
Research questions and motivation.

Research questions Motivation

RQ1. Are solutions, proposed for domain analysis,
based on needs identified in industry?

Is the solution presented based o
though empirical investigation? E
observations, and so on. Both dire
the doubt (i.e. any indication of in

RQ2. Are solutions, proposed for domain analysis,
applied and/or validated in a laboratory setting
or in industry?

Is the solution presented applied/
Any validation in industry from s
details (Gorschek et al., 2006)

RQ3. Are the solutions, proposed for domain
analysis, usable?

If the authors of a proposed solut
application/validation through a c
the context of the application/val

RQ4. Are the solutions, proposed for domain
analysis, useful?

If the authors of a proposed solut
application/validation through a c
the context of the application/val
SPLC is the premier forum for practitioners, researchers, and edu-
cators presenting and discussing experiences, ideas, innovations,
as well as challenges in the area of software product lines. SPLC
also has a relatively large industry presence. Second, domain anal-
ysis is a very important field and a regularly featured sub-area to
software product line engineering, for the purpose of this review
domain analysis solutions in relation to product lines were of pri-
mary interest. Third, since industry representation at SPLC is fairly
high this includes a large amount of industry experience reports,
and as one of the main features of the review is to evaluate the le-
vel of application and/or validation of the solutions, a large amount
of industry experience reports was considered positive. Fourth,
through the manual scanning of SPLC proceedings a number of
keywords, alternate terms and synonyms were identified:

Population: software product lines, software product family.
Intervention: requirements, requirements engineering, con-
ceptual model, requirements model, commonality and variabil-
ity model, domain model, feature model, scenario model,
n any need/issue/problem (called need from here onwards) identified in industry
xamples can be process assessments, case studies, participation knowledge, surveys,
ct and indirect sources will be considered, giving the presented studies the benefit of

dustry basis will be considered and accepted)
validated through e.g. a controlled experiment or in industry as a part of the paper?
tatic validation to dynamic validation will be considered, see Gorschek et al. for

ion or experience report have applied/validated it in industry or demonstrated its
ontrolled experiment, identify any indications/evidence/reports on its usability in

idation (usability is defined below)
ion or experience report have applied/validated it in industry or demonstrated its
ontrolled experiment, identify any indications/evidence/reports on its usefulness in
idation (usefulness is defined below)
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commonality analysis, variability analysis, domain evaluation,
domain scope, asset scope.
Comparison intervention: not applicable as the research ques-
tions are not aimed at making a comparison. The outcomes of
our interest: the level of application/validation of the proposed
solutions and their usability and usefulness evidence.
Outcomes: the level of application/validation of the proposed
solutions and their usability and usefulness evidence.
Out of scope: domain design, domain engineering and concepts
related to architecture, implementation aspects.

In terms of context and experimental design, no restrictions are
enforced.

To make the search exhaustive, in Phase 2 electronic databases
were searched using the search terms deduced from the popula-
tion, intervention and outcomes with the use of Boolean OR to join
alternate terms and synonyms and use of Boolean AND to join ma-
jor terms (Population AND Intervention AND outcomes). Examples
of major terms can be seen in Appendix A. The electronic databases
searched were:

� Inspec and Compendex via Engineering Village2.
� ACM.
� IEEEXplore.
� ISI Web of Science.

In order to ensure that search strings are comprehensive and
precise, an expert librarian was consulted. All the search strings
are given in Appendix A.

Activities in Phase 3 were planned to ensure that any important
research studies are not missed. Reference lists of the primary
studies were scanned. The web pages of the authors in the partic-
ular area were also scanned.

Excluded from the search were editorials, prefaces, article sum-
maries, interviews, news, reviews, correspondence, discussions,
comments, reader’s letters and summaries of tutorials, workshops,
symposium, panels, and poster sessions.

3.3. Review design

In this section, the systematic review design is presented
describing studies identification method, inclusion/exclusion crite-
ria, and the classification scheme.

3.3.1. Identification of studies
Phase 1: There were a total of 192 studies published in SPLC for

the years 2000 to 2007, and in Phase 1 (see Fig. 2) 24 out of 192
studies were selected after reading titles and abstracts.

Phase 2: Phase 2 had 4 steps. In Step1 (see Fig. 3), 843 citations
were retrieved. In Step 2 the duplicates were removed leaving 629
unduplicated citations. For all 629 citations the source of each cita-
tion, our retrieval decision, retrieval status, and eligibility decision
were recorded.

In Step 3, the primary author went through all the titles to judge
their relevance to the systematic review being performed. The
studies whose titles were clearly not related to software product
lines and domain analysis activities were excluded. For example,
since our search string contained ‘‘software product line and fea-
ture model”, there were studies that contained feature modeling
solutions at the architecture level which were clearly out of scope,
see e.g. Zhu et al. (2006). In Step 3, 359 studies were excluded
leaving 270 studies in total. In Step 4, 208 studies out of 270 were
excluded after reading the abstracts leaving 62 studies. The reason
for excluding the 208 studies was that their focus, or main focus,
was not domain analysis activities for software product lines.
However, it was found that abstracts were of variable quality;
some abstracts were missing, poor, and/or misleading, and several
gave little indication of what was in the full article. In particular, it
was not always obvious whether an experience report indeed in-
cluded a domain analysis solution. If it was unclear from the title,
abstract, and keywords whether a study conformed to the screen-
ing criteria, it was included giving it the benefit of doubt.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were pilot-tested by the
authors on a random sample of 15 studies. An agreement on inclu-
sion and exclusion was achieved on 12 studies. The conflict on the
remaining 3 studies was resolved after a discussion session and the
inclusion/exclusion rules were refined. After the pilot, the primary
author screened the remaining studies and marked them as in-
cluded/excluded based on the approach described.

Phase 3: The reference lists of the studies selected in Phase 2
were scanned to ensure that no relevant studies are missed. Fur-
thermore, three prominent researchers in the field of domain anal-
ysis and software product lines were consulted. As a result, three
more studies were added.

This led to a selection of 89 studies in total relevant for this
systematic review: 24 studies (from Phase 1) + 62 studies (from
Phase 2) + 3 studies (from Phase 3). There were no exclusions after
reading the full texts.

3.3.2. Quality assessment and data extraction procedure
The aim of the systematic review was to assess levels of empir-

ical evidence and thus it did not impose any restriction in terms of
any specific research method or experimental design, therefore the
study quality assessment covered both quantitative and qualitative
studies. The study quality assessment was primarily included in
the inclusion criteria and scoping of the review, i.e. only studies
that present any type of evidence or evaluation related to domain
analysis for software product lines/families were included in the
study. Moreover, the study quality assessment was used as a
means to guide the interpretation of the findings.

Based on the research questions (see Section 3.1), a set of data
extraction categories were identified with the help of guidelines
from Creswell (2003) and Kitchenham et al. (2002). Further, the
categories were identified using the Goal Question Metric ap-
proach (GQM) (Basili et al., 1994) during several brainstorming
sessions to ensure that categories identified address the aspects re-
quired to answer the research questions. Table 2 contains the def-
initions of the data extraction categories. There are only two
categories for the research type as the purpose of the review is
not to classify studies (Wieringa et al., 2005) but rather find out
how many and to what extent the proposed solutions are empiri-
cally applied and/or validated.

The categorization of quality attributes (usability and useful-
ness) into quantitative and qualitative is not intended to indicate
a preference or valuation of one over the other. Any empirical data
(evidence) is judged on its own merits. For example, quantitative
results obtained through a controlled experiment with students
as subjects might not be as valuable as the expert opinion obtained
in a case study with industry practitioners who actually applied a
particular solution in industry. Moreover, context, background
description and design also weigh in as the purpose is to categorize
the reported empirical data to analyze the levels of usability and
usefulness of a proposed solution. For example, a claim about the
usability and/or usefulness of the presented solution without any
description of context or how the claim may be substantiated is still
considered as empirical evidence from the perspective of the study,
but further analysis lets the reader weigh the value of the evidence.

In order to demonstrate the mapping between research ques-
tions and the design process, Table 3 shows the research questions
and the corresponding data extraction categories.

Similar to the inclusion/exclusion process, the data extraction
process was tested by the authors using a sample of 10 included
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studies. An initial agreement on the data extraction was achieved
for the data extracted from 9 studies which is quite high. For the
remaining study, the consensus was reached in a discussion ses-
sion. This was done to ensure that there was a common under-
standing of the categories defined and the classification was
agreed upon by the two researchers avoiding the potential bias
and error source of having only one researcher performing the
categorization.

3.4. Validity evaluation

This section presents the different validity threats related to the
review and how they were addressed prior to the study to mini-
mize the likelihood of their realization and impact.

3.4.1. Conclusion validity
Threats to conclusion validity are related with issues that affect

the ability to draw the correct conclusions from the study (Wohlin
et al., 2000). From the review perspective, a potential conclusion
validity threat is the reliability of the data extraction categories.
To minimize this threat, GQM was used in several brainstorming
sessions to extract the research questions and based on the re-
search questions, measures (in this case the data extraction catego-
ries) were identified (see Section 3.3.2). In addition, the results
presented in the review are not categorical. Any evidence, or claim
made by authors are given the benefit of the doubt and counted as
evidence. However, the claims are broken down and analyzed, and
the value can be judged by the reader as every analysis and analy-
sis step is transparently shown in the paper.

3.4.2. Construct validity
Construct validity concerns generalizing the results of the study

to the concept or theory behind the study (Wohlin et al., 2000). It is
quite possible that the studies included in the review might not re-
fer to the same construct using same terms thus as reviewers we
might misinterpret the terms used. However, we feel fairly confi-
dent that the risk is rather minor as in addition to the term there
is a context in which the term is used which minimizes the chance
of misinterpretation.
From the review’s perspective, another construct validity threat
could be biased judgment. In this study the decision of which stud-
ies to include or exclude and how to categorize the studies could be
biased and thus pose a threat. To minimize this threat both the
processes of inclusion/exclusion and data extraction and coding
were piloted prior to the study (see Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).

3.4.3. External validity
The key idea with a systematic review is to capture as much as

possible of the available literature to avoid all sorts of bias. The
main challenge with a systematic review is the reliability. The
reliability has been addressed as far as possible by involving two
researchers, and by having a protocol which was piloted and hence
evaluated. If the study is replicated by another set of researchers, it
is possible that some studies that were removed in this review
will be included and other studies would be excluded. However,
it is highly unlikely that these random differences based on per-
sonal judgments would change the general results. It may change
the actual numbers somewhat, but it is not likely that it would
change the overall results as they are dominantly skewed towards
one end of the spectrum (see Section 4). Thus, in general we
believe that the external validity of the study is high given the
use of a very systematic procedure, consultation with the research-
ers in the field and involvement and discussion between the two
researchers.
4. Results and analysis

This section presents a summary of the results of the inclusion/
exclusion procedure (see Section 4.1) as well as the analysis of data
extraction from the included studies (see Section 4.2). The ex-
tracted raw data is present in Appendix C. The data labels for Figs.
4–10 have the format: data extraction category, percentage of
studies from which the corresponding data was extracted, number
of studies from which the corresponding data was extracted. For
example in Fig. 4 one of the data labels is (participation knowledge,
50%, 24) which means that 50% of the studies, claiming empirical
basis for the need identified, reported ‘‘participation knowledge”
as the ‘‘Basis”. The actual number of studies is 24.



Table 2
Definitions of the data extraction categories.

Research type
New solution Is it a new solution for domain analysis?

This includes only scoping and/or modeling parts of domain analysis solution e.g. if a new method of feature modeling has been presented
it is considered as a new solution

Experience report Is the paper an experience report describing the introduction of product lines in a company?

Empirical basis
Empirical If it is ‘‘New Solution”, is it developed based on empirically identified industry needs?

Non-empirical It is a new research idea

Basis reported as If a study has empirical basis then the empirical basis reported can be categorized into
1. Statements only: the authors have written statements claiming that the need for the proposed solution has been identified in industry.
2. Participation knowledge: the authors are either practitioners in industry or participate in industry work and have identified the need

for the proposed solution through participation.
3. Interviews: the authors have conducted interviews with experts in industry to identify/confirm a need and have shown that the need

for the proposed solution has been identified through those interviews.
4. Process assessment: the authors have undertaken some formal process assessment e.g. using CMMI, IDEAL, REPEAT etc. and identified

the need for the proposed solution.

Application/validation
Empirical It is applied/validated in laboratory setting or industry

Non-empirical It is not applied/validated in laboratory setting or industry

Application/validation method If a study contains empirical application/validation, what method of application/validation was used? Case study, survey, interviews,
experiment, observations, other, as stated by the authors. We did not differentiate between research type and research context because of
the fact that almost all the studies included in the review had industry as context, thus we only differentiated between research types
If it is mentioned in the study that it has been applied/validated in industry but no description of application/validation method used is
given then the method is classified as ‘‘Mentioned Industry Use”

Application/validation design
explained

If a study contains empirical application/validation, the level of explanation of the design/execution of the application/validation method
used is categorized into:
1. Statements: authors stated that they have applied/validated the solution in industry but no summary/details as how this was done
2. Application/Validation summary: summary of the method without details e.g. no research questions/hypothesis, context of study, sam-

pling of population, study execution, validity threats and so on
3. Application/Validation in detail: a detailed explanation of the application/validation method including research questions/hypothesis,

context of study, sampling of population, study execution, validity threats and so on

Application/validation results
explained

If a study contains empirical application/validation, the level of explanation of the application/validation results is categorized into:
1. Nothing: no information is stated as to the results of the application/validation in the paper
2. Statements only: the authors have written statements about the results e.g. ‘by applying the proposed solution, time-to-market decreased

by 15%’. This is a statement without any results or clarification of how the results were obtained
3. Qualitative results: for example expert opinions, e.g. 4 experts were interviewed and they foresee that application of the proposed solu-

tion would result in 15% decrease in time-to-market
4. Quantitative results: collected metrics and measurements are presented
5. Qual + Quant: when a combination of qualitative and quantitative results are presented

Driver of validation If a study contains empirical application/validation, who was driving the validation of the solution in industry, was it a researcher or a
practitioner? Answers can be: researcher, practitioner

Replication study Is it a replication study? The answer could be Yes, No, Not clear, N/A (not applicable)

Builds on paper(s) Does the current study build on future work of some previous study published or uses and enhances any ‘‘New Solution” presented
previously? This does not include a study that has been referenced in ‘‘Introduction” and/or ‘‘Related work” section. The answer could be
Yes or No. If the answer to the question is yes, mention the study it is related to

Usability and usefulness
Usable Yes/no

Usability reported as If a study reports usability of proposed solution, the level of usability reported can be categorized into
1. Statements: the authors have written statements claiming usability e.g. ‘‘a recent BigLever customer was able to convert their existing one-

of-a-kind product into a GEARS production line with three custom product instances in less than one day” (Krueger, 2002)
2. Qualitative data: as expert opinions e.g. 4 experts were interviewed and based on their judgment they stated the solution can be intro-

duced in 2 days and can be applied to products with 50–500 requirements
3. Quantitative data: e.g. ‘‘Document examination indicated that the team understood and was able to apply all notations used after only the

four hour introduction to the approach, even though they had no earlier experience of feature modeling” (Eriksson et al., 2005)
4. Qual + Quant: qualitative and quantitative data proving scalability of introduction and/or scalability of use e.g. Quantitative data for

scalability of introduction:‘‘Document examination indicated that the team understood and was able to apply all notations used after only
the four hour introduction to the approach, even though they had no earlier experience of feature modeling” (Eriksson et al., 2005). Qual-
itative data for scalability of use: ‘‘Experts could not identify any scalability problems with the approach” (Eriksson et al., 2005)

Useful Yes/no

Usefulness reported as If a study reports usefulness of proposed solution, the level of usefulness reported can be categorized into
1. Statements: the authors have written statements claiming usefulness e.g. ‘‘It is an effective product line validation model” (Mannion and

Camara, 2003)
2. Qualitative data: as expert opinions e.g. 4 experts were interviewed and based on their judgment they stated the proposed solution will

be effective than the existing method for requirements triage
3. Quantitative data: proving effectiveness of the proposed solution e.g. data showing effective features representation and handling using

proposed solution compared to existing solution
4. Qual + Quant: qualitative and quantitative data proving effectiveness of proposed solution

Future work mentioned Has the study made promises of future work in relation to the current research? The answer can be yes/no

Written by Is the study written by a practitioner? As stated above by practitioners it is meant the people working in industry. If the author is affiliated
with industry research departments, the study is categorized as ‘‘written by practitioner”. The answer can be yes/no/not clear
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Table 3
Mapping between research questions with data extraction categories.

Research questions Data extraction categories

RQ1. Are solutions, proposed for domain
analysis, based on needs identified in
industry?

� Research type
� Empirical Basis
� Builds on Paper(s)

RQ2. Are solutions, proposed for domain
analysis, applied and/or validated in a
laboratory setting or in industry?

� Research type
� Application/validation

a. Application/validation method
b. Application/validation design

explained
c. Application/validation results

explained
d. Driver of application/validation
e. Replication study

� Builds on paper(s)
� Future work mentioned
� Written by

RQ3. Are the solutions, proposed for
domain analysis, usable?

� Usability and usefulness
a. Usability
b. Usability reported as
c. Usefulness
d. Usefulness reported as

RQ4. Are the solutions, proposed for
domain analysis, useful?

Statements 
only, 42%, 20

Participation 
knowledge, 

50%, 24

Interviews, 2%, 
1

Process 
assessment, 

6%, 3

Fig. 4. Included studies, ‘‘Basis” categorization.

6 9, 11, 16, 33, 38, 40, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 56, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 72, 84.
7 2, 3, 13, 14, 15, 18, 24, 28, 31, 49, 53, 67, 68, 70, 74, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 85, 86, 88,

89.
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4.1. Included studies overview

Summarizing the data extracted from the included studies, 48
studies1 out of 89 studies (both ‘‘new solution” and ‘‘experience
report” types) have some form of empirical basis, all 89 studies con-
tain some form of application/validation, and out of these 642 are
written by researchers. The remaining 25 studies3 are written by
practitioners. None of the 89 studies is a replication study. In total
36 studies4 out of 89 have reported on some sort of usability, and
875 studies out of 89 have claimed usefulness in some form.

4.2. Analysis

In this section the data extracted is analyzed with respect to the
research questions posed in Table 1.
1 9, 11, 16, 33, 38, 40, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 56, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 72, 84, 2, 3, 13, 14,
15, 18, 24, 28, 31, 49, 53, 67, 68, 70, 74, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 85, 86, 88, 89, 78, 69, 83, 87.

2 1, 3, 4–14, 16–22, 25, 26, 28–46, 49–55, 57–59, 61–64, 73, 75–79, 84, 86, 87.
3 2, 15, 23, 24, 27, 47, 48, 56, 60, 65–72, 74, 80–83, 85, 88, 89.
4 1, 2, 8, 11, 12, 13, 31, 34, 40, 41, 43, 46, 49, 51, 53, 56, 59, 69, 70, 72, 74, 76, 77, 78,

80, 84, 85, 86, 88, 3, 24, 30, 37, 52, 87, 75.
5 1, 2, 4–10, 13, 16–20, 22, 23, 25–29, 31–36, 39–43, 45–51, 53, 55–64, 66, 67, 69–

74, 76–78, 80–86, 89, 15, 75, 3, 11, 12, 14, 21, 24, 30, 44, 88, 37, 38, 52, 54, 79, 87.
4.2.1. RQ1 (Are solutions, proposed for domain analysis, based on
needs identified from Industry?)

Almost half of the studies are based in some sense on the needs
identified in industry (see Section 4.1). However, a deeper analysis
of the empirical basis reported can be seen in Fig. 4 which shows
that a majority of the studies have mentioned identified needs as
‘‘Statements only” (42% studies6), or as ‘‘Participation knowledge”
(50% studies7). Only 2% studies8 have mentioned interviewing
experts to identify needs, and only 6% studies9 have stated that some
form of process assessment was used to identify the need for the
proposed solutions.

These results make it hard to judge the credibility of the empir-
ical basis of the solutions proposed due to the absence of presenta-
tion of e.g. process assessment and/or experts’ opinions through
e.g. interviews. In addition, due to the almost total lack of how
the practitioners knew about the problems/needs that constitute
the basis for the solutions proposed, it is impossible to draw any
conclusions. In the few cases where process assessment or inter-
views were conducted no details such as selection criteria, method
used or number of interviews, and so on are explained.

Moreover, although a majority of the studies claims empirical ba-
sis, very few are based on future work described by previously pub-
lished studies, or extend previously published solutions.10 This may
indicate that in the absence of expert interviews or proper process
assessments, the needs identified may not be representative of the
current problem or valid for other companies in similar situations.

The answer to RQ1 is that a majority of the proposed solutions
are based on needs identified in industry, however, the actual
method used and the validity of the results are impossible to ascer-
tain as very little information is given.

4.2.2. RQ2 (Are solutions, proposed for domain analysis, applied and/or
validated in a laboratory setting or in industry?)

An analysis of the studies, claiming application/validation (see
Fig. 5) reveals that for the years 1998–2007, 33% studies11 have used
case study as an application/validation method. In 24% of the studies12

industry use was only stated and 36% studies13 have demonstrated
application/validation through simplified examples. This means that
60% of the applied/validated studies have either only mentioned
industry use without any details reported, or have used simplified
examples to demonstrate practicality of a proposed solution. The
remaining 40% have described some details about application/valida-
tion. This makes it harder to judge the scalability of introduction and
scalability of use of the proposed solutions. From Fig. 5, it is evident
that only 5% studies14 have used workshops, pilots and prototyping.
It is also interesting to note that for the years 1998–2007 only 2% stud-
ies15 have used experimentation as a validation method.

One of the reasons for these numbers could be that it is difficult
to do experimentation for new solutions for product lines due to
complexity of the area and difficulty in covering the entire scope
in a controlled experiment. However, empirical studies are the
building blocks essential for collecting evidence and to determine
what situations are best for using a particular solution (Pfleeger,
8 78.
9 69, 83, 87.

10 3, 12, 20, 34, 43, 44, 58, 83.
11 3, 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 16, 19, 24, 26, 30, 34, 37, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 58,

65, 72, 75, 76, 77.
12 18, 22, 33, 40, 50, 63, 64, 66, 67, 70, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89.
13 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 20, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 35, 36, 39, 41, 44, 45, 56,

57, 59, 60, 61, 62, 71, 73.
14 42, 68, 69, 74, 78.
15 23, 38.
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Fig. 6. Included studies, ‘‘Application/Validation Design Explained” categorized.
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Fig. 5. Number of studies categorized according to the application/validation
method.
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Fig. 7. Included studies ‘‘Application/Validation Results” categorized.
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1999). The current situation means there is a lack of quantitative
and/or qualitative data that a new solution is better than an al-
ready existing one, or what the impact of implementing the new
solution might be. This makes it impossible to gauge efficiency or
effectiveness of proposed solutions either alone or in relation to
better alternative investment (BAI).

Moving on from the analysis of application/validation methods
used to the analysis of the application/validation design details,
Fig. 6 shows the categorization of the application/validation design
explanation given in the included studies claiming some form of
application/validation. From Fig. 6, it is possible to see that 84%
studies either provide application/validation summary (50% stud-
ies16) or explain application/validation in detail (34% studies17). This
seems to be a positive outcome that most of the studies have
explained application/validation in detail. However, after analyzing
the level of application/validation results, it is found that a majority
of the studies either say nothing about the application/validation
results (11%) or have only statements about the results (70% studies)
(see Fig. 7). Only 7% studies18 provide qualitative results as experts’
opinion, 9% studies19 provide quantitative results and only 3% stud-
ies20 provide both qualitative and quantitative results.
16 1, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 43, 46,
47, 49, 50, 54, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 67, 68, 70, 74, 76, 78, 79, 80, 83, 85, 87, 89.

17 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 37, 41, 44, 45, 51, 52, 56, 59, 71, 72,
75, 81, 82, 86, 88.

18 3, 24, 32, 49, 81, 88.
19 38, 52, 54, 59, 67, 79, 87.
20 11, 15, 75.
Thus, Fig. 7 reveals that out of 89 included studies with the claim
of empirical evidence, 80% studies lack qualitative or quantitative
results of application/validation. The absence of strong applica-
tion/validation results may be one of the reasons that few studies
have used previously proposed solutions (see Section 4.2.1).

Majority of the ‘‘Experience report” studies state the results of
the experiences as lessons learned without any indication how
these lessons were collected. The lack of description in relation
to the experiences, for example if interviews were used, if there
were any quantitative measures and so on, makes it difficult to
judge validity. This also makes it hard for other practitioners to
gauge the context and relevance of the experiences reported.

Fig. 8 presents another aspect to answer this question and that is
to see how many solutions from each year are based on solutions
presented in previous years. Fig. 8 shows that many new solutions
have been presented over the years, but very few actually have been
used as a basis for further development or adoption, piloting or test
in industry. For example, by the year 2003 a total of 28 new solu-
tions had been proposed but only 5 studies reported the use of
any of the previously proposed solutions (in industry or as a basis
for refinement of a solution). By 2007 the number of ‘‘New Solution”
studies had reached 73, and only 12 studies were based on previ-
ously proposed solutions or reported experience based on the use
of previously proposed solutions. This may indicate that the pro-
posed solutions are not applicable in industry or that due to missing
application/validation results the solutions are not applied by prac-
titioners and not used by researchers. This problem has been indi-
cated by others as well e.g. in Kircher et al. (2006). This may
imply that a focus on validation and proper reporting should be
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premiered over the continuous presentation of new solutions. An-
other possibility is that the proposed solutions do not solve the
challenges in industry, which in turn implies that there is a need
to understand the challenges. Another possible conclusion could
be that industry practitioners are not up to date with the new solu-
tions proposed, thus the solutions go unused. None of the studies
presented from the year 1998 to 2007 were replicated studies.

Summarizing all the aspects analyzed above, the answer to RQ2
is that although the studies from the years 1998 to 2007 have re-
ported some form of application/validation, the absence of detailed
results or replicated studies make it difficult to evaluate the poten-
tial of the proposed solutions. This is further compounded by the
fact that the validity of the reported experiences reports is also
very hard to judge.

4.2.3. Answering RQ3 (Are the solutions, proposed for domain analysis,
usable?) and RQ4 (Are the solutions, proposed for domain analysis,
useful?)

In 36 studies usability was mentioned as a part of the proposed
solutions. However, looking at Fig. 9 it is possible to see that 80% of
the studies21 only have statements claiming usability. An example of
this can be illustrated by the following statement: ‘‘A minor problem
occurs as the table can grow and become unwieldy for large application
areas, but this can be addressed by segmenting the table appropriately”
(DeBaud and Schmid, 1999). In 8% of the studies22 qualitative evi-
dence of usability as expert opinion was presented, for example,
‘‘After finishing the project, the project manager and developers agreed
that the proposed domain requirements development approach was
very helpful for identifying and specifying application requirements,
resulting in reducing the overall development effort” (Moon et al.,
2005). 8% of the studies23 gave quantitative evidence of usability
and only 2% of the studies24 gave both qualitative and quantitative
evidence of usability e.g. ‘‘. . .indicated that the team understood and
was able to apply all notations used after only the four hour introduction
to the approach, even though they had no earlier experience of feature
modeling”, results of ‘‘questionnaire indicated that the product line
analysis team gained a better understanding of the domain during the
modeling activity” (Eriksson et al., 2005).

Clearly with the usability statements as exemplified above, it is
difficult to judge the usability of a proposed solution. A clear
majority of the studies do not include either qualitative or quanti-
tative data about scalability of introduction or scalability of use,
21 1, 2, 8, 11, 12, 13, 31, 34, 40, 41, 43, 46, 49, 51, 53, 56, 59, 69, 70, 72, 74, 76, 77, 78,
80, 84, 85, 86, 88.

22 3, 24, 30.
23 37, 52, 87.
24 75.
making it harder for practitioners to evaluate usability. It is impor-
tant to understand that the intention in this review is not to criti-
cize studies but to highlight the absence of qualitative and
quantitative evidence in relation to usability, which might be a
barrier for the industrial adoption of the proposed solutions.

Positive results regarding usefulness were reported by 87 of the
included studies, which seem to be very good, but a deeper analy-
sis as can be seen in Fig. 10 shows that 81% of the studies25 claim
usefulness as statements. For example, ‘‘The ILP modeling approach
presented in the former section was tested in a Stago project with sat-
isfying results” (Djebbi and Salinesi, 2007). There are only 2% of the
studies26 that provides qualitative and quantitative data about the
usefulness of the proposed solution.

If the percentages and the categorization of reported applica-
tion/validation results are kept in mind, it seems logical that since
the application/validation results were mostly statements (see
Fig. 7), usability and usefulness evidence would naturally also be
statements due to the absence of qualitative and/or quantitative
results for the application/validation of a solution. This also results
in difficulty to find any qualitative or quantitative evidence of
usability or usefulness, even in the form of statements and claims,
made by the authors of respective studies.

The answer to RQ3 and RQ4 is that although there are statements
regarding usability and usefulness in the studies published for the
years 1998–2007, lack of qualitative and quantitative data of any
sort makes it difficult to evaluate how usable and useful the pro-
posed solutions/experiences are. In industry, time and resources
are scarce. If a practitioner cannot clearly determine the time and
resources required to implement a solution against the usefulness
of the solution in comparison to available better alternative invest-
ments, it is very unlikely that the solution will be adopted based
only on statements made by the creators of the solution. Similarly,
if authors do not show scalability of use of a particular solution indi-
cation the ability to tackle industry scale problems, practitioners
would probably not take the risk of implementing a solution, as it
falls short on reporting even rudimentary evidence on efficiency.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the systematic review of the modeling and
scoping activities involved in domain analysis for software product
lines from the year 1998 until 2007. With a three phase search strat-
egy, 89 studies were selected that either proposed new solutions of
25 1, 2, 4–10, 13, 16–20, 22, 23, 25–29, 31–36, 39–43, 45–51, 53, 55–64, 66, 67, 69–
74, 76–78, 80–86, 89.

26 15, 75.
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domain analysis or reports of experiences in using such solutions. In
order to analyze the practical application and validation of proposed
domain analysis solutions in industry and to gauge their practical
usability and usefulness, four research questions were specified
(see Section 3.1.). Based on the goal and corresponding research
questions to achieve that goal, a data extraction procedure was de-
fined (see Section 3.3.2.). Data was then extracted using a defined
procedure covering the basis of a study, practicality, usability and
usefulness, future work and information about the authors.

The major findings of the review can be summarized as follows:

1. Many domain analysis solutions have been presented over
the years and a majority of the studies address needs identified
in industry, but they fall short on the approach used to identify
the need for a solution. Most studies only claim that they
based the solution on a need identified in industry or state that
through participation knowledge the need for the proposed
solution was identified. Such claims and statements may be
valid, but they raise validity questions both from a research per-
spective and an industrial adoption perspective. Without inter-
viewing experts in industry or performing some form of process
assessment, it is hard to triangulate the need identified thus
raising the issue that the need may not be representative of
the current situation. As a result, this poses questions about
the internal and external validity of the needs identified, and
this is passed on to the corresponding solutions proposed.

2. Many studies claim that they have applied/validated the proposed
solutions in industry; however, a deeper analysis reveals that a
majority of the claims are merely statements (80%), and qualita-
tive and quantitative evidence supporting these claims is generally
missing. Claims and statements may be valid, but in the absence of
clear qualitative evidence as experts’ opinions and/or quantitative
data about the benefits of the proposed solution, it is hard to eval-
uate the potential of these solutions for industry adoption.

3. Many studies claim usability and usefulness of the proposed
solutions in some form, however a deeper analysis reveals that
majority of the claims are also merely statements about usabil-
ity (80%) and usefulness (81%). As mentioned previously such
claims may be valid, but they raise validity questions from both
a research and industrial adoption perspective. Without
experts’ opinions and/or quantitative data supporting the
usability and usefulness claims, it is difficult to evaluate the
validity of the claims, and similarly it is difficult for the practi-
tioners to evaluate the usability and usefulness of a proposed
solution for application in industry.

The overall goal of this review was not to expect or demand per-
fect evidence of usability and usefulness following perfect and exten-
sive data collection in industry. However, many studies over the
years have shown that it is possible to validate proposed solutions
in any number of ways. Controlled experiments could be used in aca-
demia, even if the use of students as subjects is debated. Traditionally,
experiments in software engineering were performed on a limited
scale e.g. comparing defects detection techniques (Lott and Rombach,
1996). In the context of software product lines specific techniques
can also be tested e.g. comparing different feature modeling tech-
niques however, testing areas such as scoping and requirements
engineering decisions in SPL are harder to simulate in a controlled
environment. One of the contributions of this paper is to highlight
the fact that refined experiment designs might be needed keeping
in view the inherent complexity and broader scope of software prod-
uct lines. Static (preliminary) validation may be performed in indus-
try as case studies through workshops, interviews, or surveys.
Dynamic validation (e.g. pilots) may be performed collecting metrics
and qualitative data though interviews with practitioners. The data
collected is not complete, but vastly better than no data at all.
In addition to doing validation (e.g. in industry), the way in
which the validation is planned and reported is also crucial. The
studies reviewed are full of statements, claiming usability and use-
fulness. The good thing is that this indicates that our interest in
these two concepts in this systematic review is relevant, i.e. usabil-
ity and usefulness of solutions are important and this is confirmed
by the authors themselves. However, even if statements are com-
mon, very little evidence is presented, both in terms of absence
of data, but also absence of design for the studies presented. The
only seemingly complete validation is when there is no real valida-
tion, e.g. in case of presenting simplified examples. The use of sim-
plified examples is not without merit, e.g. it may be used to explain
and exemplify the use of a solution initially, but use of a simplified
example is not the same as validation, even if the example is based
on something relevant for industry. One might even go so far as to
expect an evolution, that is, a new solution proposed is exemplified
and explained through the use of simplified and scaled down
examples in initial publications, then validation is performed, scal-
ing up the tests of the solution.

The presence of empirical evidence of any sort with at least
some intent to explain the overall design and execution of a valida-
tion (e.g. a pilot test in industry) could be very beneficial for both
researchers and industry practitioners. From an academic point of
view the possibility to learn and extend on presented research is
crucial for progress. In addition, one of the foundations of research
is the possibility to replicate studies. None of the studies included
was a replicated study.

From a practitioner point of view, a design and illustration of
how conclusions about usability and usefulness are made can
vastly improve the relevance of any paper. The total absence of
data or evidence is problematic from two perspectives. First, can
the results be trusted? Second, even if the authors are given the
benefit of the doubt, is the proposed solution relevant for all cases?
If not, what cases?

There may be several explanations for the results of this sys-
tematic review. One could be that the included conference and
journals attract a certain type of studies that do not focus on
empirical results. Another explanation could be that in case of con-
ferences a ten page limit presents problems for presenting empir-
ical results, even if there are many studies who manage (some
examples from SPLC conference are Eriksson et al. (2005), Jepsen
et al. (2007) and Lee et al. (2000)). Moreover, guidelines for con-
ducting empirical research has been presented in a number of pa-
pers e.g. Jedlitschka and Pfahl (2005), Kitchenham et al. (2002,
2008), Runeson and Höst (2009) and Staples and Niazi (2007),
which can be used. Yet another explanation could be that industry
validation is hard to achieve. The question is, should we accept
these explanations, or should we strive for improving state-of-
the-art reporting?

Summarizing the contribution of this systematic review we
have two main perspectives. For industry practitioners looking to
adopt a domain analysis solution, the results of the study can be
used as an indication of maturity as well as to estimate potential
risk of a certain solution before considering its application. From
an academic point of view researchers planning studies and
evaluation of a solution can use this study as inspiration for study
design as the evaluation criteria of the review presented in this
paper could be seen as a checklist to ascertain usability and
usefulness.
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Appendix A. Search strings
Search strings Databases

((((‘‘product famil*” OR ‘‘product line*”) AND ({requirements} OR {requirements engineering*} OR {conceptual
model*} OR {requirements model*} OR {commonality and variability model*} OR {domain model*} OR {feature
model*} OR {scenario model*} OR {commonality analysis} OR {variability analysis} OR {domain eval*} OR
{domain scop*} OR ‘‘asset scop*”)) AND (((((‘‘product famil*” OR ‘‘product line*”) AND ({requirements} OR
{requirements engineering*} OR {conceptual model*} OR {requirements model*} OR {commonality and
variability model*} OR {domain model*} OR {feature model*} OR {scenario model*} OR {commonality analysis}
OR {variability analysis} OR {domain eval*} OR {domain scop*} OR ‘‘asset scop*”)) AND (empiric* OR experience*

OR ‘‘lesson learned” OR ‘‘lesson learnt” OR ‘‘lessons learned” OR evaluat* OR validat* OR experiment* OR stud*

OR case* OR example* OR survey OR analys* OR investig* OR demonstrate* OR industr*) WN KY) AND (1969–
2007 WN YR) AND (English) WN LA)) WN KY) AND (1969–2007 WN YR) AND (English) WN LA)

Inspec and
Compendex via
Engineering Village2

(((Abstract:product and Abstract:line) OR (Abstract:product and Abstract:famil*)) AND ((Abstract:requirements
and Abstract: Model*) OR (Abstract:requirements and Abstract: engineer*) OR (Abstract:requirements) OR
(Abstract:conceptual and Abstract:Model*) OR (Abstract:feature and Abstract: Model*) OR
(Abstract:commonality and Abstract:analysis) OR (Abstract:variability and Abstract:analysis) OR
(Abstract:domain and Abstract:scop*) OR (Abstract:domain and Abstract:eval*) OR (Abstract:Asset and
Abstract:scop*)) AND ((Abstract:case and Abstract:stud*) OR (Abstract:empiric*) OR (Abstract:experienc*) OR
(Abstract:lessons and Abstract:learn*) OR (Abstract:evaluate*) OR (Abstract:validate*) OR
(Abstract:experiment*) OR (Abstract:example*) OR (Abstract:survey*) OR (Abstract:analy*) OR
(Abstract:investigat*) OR (Abstract:demonstrat*) OR (Abstract:industr*)))

ACM

((((product line)<in>ab) <or> ((product famil*)<in>ab)) <and> (((requirements model*)<in>ab) <or>
((requirements engineer*)<in>ab) <or> ((requirements)<in>ab) <or> ((conceptual model*)<in>ab) <or> ((feature
model*)<in>ab) <or> ((commonality analysis)<in>ab) <or> ((variability analysis)<in>ab) <or> ((domain
sco*)<in>ab) <or> ((domain eval*)<in>ab) <or> ((asset sco*)<in>ab)) <and> (((experienc*)<in>ab) <or>
((empiric*)<in>ab)<or> ((lessons learn**)<in>ab)<or> ((evaluat*)<in>ab)<or> ((validat*)<in>ab)<or>
((expeiment*)<in>ab)<or> ((case study)<in>ab)<or> ((survey*)<in>ab)<or> ((analy*)<in>ab)<or>
((investigat*)<in>ab)<or> ((demonstrat*)<in>ab)<or> ((industr*)<in>ab)))

IEEEXplore

TS = (‘‘product line” OR ‘‘product famil*” AND (TS = (‘‘requirements” OR ‘‘requirements engineering” OR
‘‘requirements model*” OR ‘‘feature model*” OR ‘‘commonality analysis” OR ‘‘variability analysis” OR ‘‘domain
scop*” OR ‘‘domain eval*” OR ‘‘asset scop*”)) AND (TS = (‘‘case stud*” OR ‘‘empiric*” OR ‘‘experien” OR ‘‘Lessons
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